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Introduction 
It is a widely acknowledged concept in the analysis of art traditions that 
in many instances the visual and verbal arts are purveyors of ideological 
beliefs. They may become tools in the persuasive efforts to express sets of 
beliefs and theories, to explain and to popularize them. As an excellent 
vehicle for communication, the visual and verbal arts can thus be highly 
inspired by the ideology of their creators, their commissioners, or both 1. 
It is the aim of this paper to show how this intimate relationship materi-
alizes itself in the visual and verbal domains in a West African kingdom, the 
Barnum state located in the Grass fields of Cameroon. I will examine this 
relationship in one specific sphere, the realm of warfare and conquest. 
Due to Barnum's unhappy dealings with the colonial powers, the kingdom in 
its traditional form was officially abolished in 1924 by the French 
administration. Today, there still exists a Barnum king, who has adopted the 
title Sultan instead of the traditional Barnum title fon following the 
conversion to Islam at the beginning of this century. The court ceased to 
function as the economic and political center of Barnum. Court ritual has been 
largely abandoned. The following data are thus to a large extent historic 
reconstruction from early writings and archival sources, although additional 
information was collected during my research on the Barnum court arts in 
19772. 
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The sources illuminating the relationship of art and ideology in Barnum are 
diverse. We are in the unique position of possessing a body of oral 
traditions about Barnum history and society which was recorded at the royal 
court. It was translated by a French missionary and published as "Histoire et 
Coutumes des Barnum" (referred to as 11Histoire 11 in the following text). This 
huge volume was compiled at the beginning of this century by the courtiers of 
King Njoya. Subsequently it underwent royal censorship so that the book 
actually contains the "official version" of Barnum history as perceived by the 
Barnum elite, that is, the supporters of King Njoya3. I shall use this 
testimony in order to present and analyze the vocabulary of war. The 
counterpart to the verbal testimony, the visual vocabulary relating to 
warfare, becomes evident in Barnum art objects, in particular the ones kept in 
the Barnum Palace Museum in Foumban. Further materials for reconstruction can 
be found in a number of European archives, both photographic records and 
written accounts by colonial and military personnel. The most detailed 
anthropological analysis of precolonial Barnum has been undertaken by Claude 
Tardits, whose monograph is one of the best sources for analysis of the Barnum 
state. 
Warfare and Warrior in Verbal Testimony 
It is evident from the 11Histoire 11 that the members of the Barnum elite 
viewed their past as a sequence of rule by strong and weak kings. Besides 
this pronounced monarchic element, the second major aspect is the 
interpretation of the past as a series of military ventures, tied intimately 
with the rule of specific sovereigns. The bellicose attitude clearly emerges 
as the key concept of the Barnum elite's self image. Tales of successful 
battles and conquests abound Many are similar to the one dealing with King 
Mbuembue's campaign against the Papu. Mbuembue, a ruler of the first half of 
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the 19th century, personifies the charismatic warrior king. This passage 
relates how King Mbuembue by accident was caught in a ditch and faced certain 
death at the hands of his opponents. The retainers managed to save him. They 
consequently became the core of the palace guards (panka), the mainstay of the 
Barnum army. This quotation shows the attention given to detail in the account 
and the colorful, lavish description of events that are typical for the 
"Histoire. 114 
King Mbuembue made war at Papu' [ the location where the 
Papu lived]. The Pu' had hidden themselves along the road-
side. Unknowingly, the king placed himself in the middle 
of his enemies. When the Barnum had all passed by, the Pu' 
emitted their war cry: "Wuo nda nge ! Wuo nda nge ! " "The 
fish have entered the net!" they said. "Let us cut! Let 
us cut!" And they began to kill many Barnum. King Mbuembue 
wanted to flee, but he fell into a hole. In order to 
protect him, his retainers placed themselves in four rows 
behind him. The first three rows were massacred by the 
Pu', but three new rows were formed immediately. The fight 
was fierce. "Have you not said that you were very strong 
in war?" one of the enemies asked King Mbuembue. "Do you 
not have warriors with you? Is the fight fierce?" 
"Yuem," said the king, "resound the call to war." Yuem 
followed this order. The attack of the enemy was broken, 
the Pu' took flight. When they arrived in front of the 
king [of the Papu] his retainers said to him: "There is a 
jar of oil here. The stone never sees the jar of oil." 
Mfopu' [mfo=king, PU'=Papu] said: "I, Menjo, I Ndu Mgbara 
do not ITee from anybody, no matter who he is. Are you 
a fr aid? Let me go alone against King Mbuembue." Then the 
Pu' pulled out their swords and killed the Barnum who had 
pursued them. They found King Mbuembue still in the hole. 
The Barnum took flight, but the three rows of servants once 
again closed behind King Mbuembue to protect him. The Pu' 
killed the men in the first two rows, and only one remained 
near the king. 
Njilie Ngurap, a son of King Kuo•tu [Mbuembue•s 
father J, realized the unfavorable situation of the king. 
He swore: "Nshanku nguri! One should throw a spear to the 
head of nfuri [nguri is a secret society of princes], 
Moomfopa' another name for Mbuembue] ! You love the war; 
is the head of a man not your nourishment? Give me spears 
so that I can remove the elephant [praise name for the 
king] from the hole where he is right now." "Give him my 
bundle of spears," said the king. When he received them, 
the retainer Tapshe said to him: "You cannot take all the 
spears; give some to the retainers." This is what Ngurap 
did. All attacked the Pu' unprotected. Njilie decapitated 
four enemies; Tapshe did the same. The heads were put in a 
bag and carried to the king when he was just about to leave 
the ditch. A Pu' had climbed into the ditch with the 
intention to kill the king with his own sword, but it was 
Yuem who killed the enemy with the sword that he had 
intended to use. He cut his head off. "Give me spears 
once again," said Nj ilie Ngurap, "so that one does not see 
the back of the elephant." Ngu Maanjem swore: 11Ndom 
ngliri! We shall rise together this time." And all three: 
Njilie Ngurap, Tapshe, Ngu Maanjem attacked together. Each 
one of them decapitated three enemies. "I could have been 
seized by the Pu'," said King Mbuembue, when he returned to 
Foumban, "but my retainers formed a living rampart around 
me. Therefore they shall be called Paanka [people of the 
barrier]." (Njoya 1952:46 f.; translated from the French) 
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The historical contents of this narrative can be reduced to the fact that 
the Papu were defeated by the Barnum and became part of the ever-increasing 
numbers of groups under Barnum domination. Besides this historical informa-
tion, it provides a charter describing the intimate relationship between the 
king and the retainers and princes who act quite literally as the protectors 
of the kingship, an ideal role that they did not always assume in the course 
of Barnum history. 
Some of the intricacy and joyful elaboration of oral testimony when it 
comes to military matters has survived the change of times. The following 
vivid and detailed story of the 80 year old Prince Yerima Jean was recorded in 
Foumban in 1977. It stresses the importance of medicine in warfare. 
There was another matter concerning Bali Kumbad [a 
chiefdom to the west of Barnum which never surrendered to 
Barnum sovereignty]. They had a pot with medicine for all 
warriors. It was kept behind the house of the King. Two 
guards with guns guarded the pot. Nsangu [Barnum king who 
ruled in the second half of the 19th century] told the 
members of kamashu [an association for warriors] to go and 
get the pot with the medicine. Nj i Ndiamu and nj i Amje 
said that they would go and asked the king to let four 
members of kamashu accompany them so that they might carry 
the pot with the medicines. The four men stayed at the 
foot of the hill [Bali Kumbad is located on top of a steep 
hill] while nji Ndiamu and nji Amje sneaked up on the 
guards at midnight. They found the two guards with the 
guns near the vessel. Nji Ndiamu cut off the head of one 
guard, and nji Amje beheaded the other. Then they carried 
the big pot down the hill to where the others were 
waiting. They all fled together and crossed over the Nun 
river. They took turns carrying the pot. Nsangu, who was 
in the palace, saw them coming with the big pot. They set 
it down before the king. The king sent for nji Mombe who 
occasionally carried out assignments for him. He came, 
saw the pot, and said to the king, "That's the one. That 
is the pot with the products for the warriors of Bali 
Kumbad." The king gave the two successful warriors the 
same presents he had previously given the two men who had 
killed the wife of the king of Bali Kumbad. After three 
days, the king of Bali Kumbad sent his people with a 
message. They said, "The king of Bali Kumbad was always 
very peaceful, but the king of Barnum always provoked him. 
We want to take the pot with the products back." But King 
Nsangu refused them and said, "This is the proof that 
Barnum is stronger than Bali Kumbad. If I want something 
from there, I will simply send my men and get it." 
(Geary, in press:56 f.) 
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To this day, such narratives as well as the "Histoire" provide us with 
elaborated testimony on the history of Barnum wars. The "Histoire" also 
contains descriptions of the technical aspects of warfare, such as how one 
becomes a skillful warrior. 
discussed (Njoya 1952:231 f.). 
Even the strategy of successful attacks is 
According to the "Histoire" external warfare was not the only type of 
conflict that ended in killing. Bloody internal conflicts between factions of 
the elite were rampant in Barnum history. The Barnum elite consisted of two 
major segments, the royals who were the competitors of the king, and the 
retainers, an element usually in support of the king (Geary 1981 :32). The 
civil wars resulting from these structural tensions in the Barnum polity 
receive greatest attention in the "Histoire," and are also recounted in every 
detail and turn of events. 
Another of the "Histoire' s" prominent features is the characterization of 
the sovereigns in terms of their military achievements. Their bellicose 
qualities are emphasized by the authors as one of the three pillars of a Barnum 
king's existence, the other two being his role as the supreme mediator and the 
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guardian of fertility (Njoya 1952:52). The classic example of such a 
description is the characterization of King Mbuembue. His military vigor is 
transposed into an idealization of his looks in terms of strength and 
flamboyance. 
King Mbuembue succeeded King Kuo•tu. His first words 
were, "I shall set the borders of the kingdom with blood 
and black iron ["black iron" as opposed to "red iron" 
which is the Barnum term for brass]. War is my business." 
(Njoya 1952:26) 
Mbuembue was of large stature, exceeding that of any other 
Pamom [Barnum]. He had an enormous head with a growth on 
either side of his forehead. His eyes were big and red; 
and they blazed like a lion's. He had a huge nose 
drooping to his lips. His lips were thin; his beard 
thick. He was chubby and had large ears, eyes shaped like 
almonds, a long neck. He had a large chest and back and 
was hirsute. He held himself straight. He had a flat 
belly, a sunken navel, long arms, prominent calves, and 
toes so long that when he walked the soles of his feet did 
not touch the ground, so that his imprint was easily 
recognizable. His strength was equal to a lion's. No one 
could beat him in a race. He was more courageous than a 
lion and his voice was raucous as a lion's roar. When he 
spoke in the courtyard of the palace, the people of Nzilum 
could hear him just as clearly as if he had been next 
door. He was arthritic, so when he conversed with someone 
he lay elongated on his bed, but when he occasionally 
rose, the whole world trembled before this giant. Often 
those who were being reprimanded lost their wits for fear 
of him. His generosity astounded those who were the 
recipients of it. But he was also cruel. Of all the 
kings of the Pamom, from Nshare up to the present, never 
was there a king like Mbuembue. (Njoya 1952:30 
translated from the French by Kathleen Holman) 
Sovereigns are portrayed in terms of their warrior abilities. They were 
omitted, if they did not measure up to the ideal. In addition, the "Histoire" 
deals in some later chapters with outstanding warriors of retainer status, as 
for example is shown in the intricate verbal portrait of Sapmoomfon, a 
retainer of King Mbuembue (Njoya 1952:223 f.). 
This treatment of warfare and prominent warriors as the central issue in 
verbal testimony and in the "Histoire" accurately reflects the pivotal role of 
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military conquest in the formation processes and the maintenance of the Barnum 
state. Precolonial Barnum was indeed perpetually at war. Many of the 
campaigns mentioned in the "Histoire" could be verified by Tardi ts and he 
could trace many more populations subdued or driven away by the Barnum than 
mentioned in the "Histoire" (Tardits 1980:127 ff.). Barnum's political and 
economic strength in the 19th century depended almost solely on constant 
expansion as a form of production 5, and on the increasing involvement in 
trading activities. The Barnum state began to develop in the 17th and early 
18th century when a small group of immigrants coming from the Tikar area to 
the east conquered and absorbed populations around present day Foumban. They 
gained control over major trade routes linking them with the ~oastal and the 
northern trading frontiers. This early phase of state formation, which took 
place in an area of not more than 20 to 30 kilometers radius around the 
capital of Foumban (Tardits 1980:124), ended with the reign of King Mbuembue. 
Further successful expansion under his leadership transformed the Barnum 
society completely. At the turn of the century, basically as a result of 
Mbuembue's earlier exploits, Barnum comprised 60,000 inhabitants and 
encompassed a territory of 7,000 to 8,000 square kilometers (Tardits 1973:1). 
Until Mbuembue's reign, any group conquered by his predecessors was 
incorporated into the Barnum kingdom, sharing in the wealth. However, 
subsequent subjugation of large numbers of people allowed the formation of an 
elite which lived entirely off the labor of these conquered populations, which 
were never integrated. Rather, their territories became domains of wealthy 
Barnum. At times, the captives were allowed to remain there as a labor force, 
but frequently they were resettled in other parts of Barnum. Of course there 
existed certain channels for advancement even for members of the subordinate 
peoples, but social mobility depended on the king's favor. He successfully 
manipulated this system and created clusters of loyal followers around him by 
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raising them from their lowly status to high rank among the retainers of his 
court. Mbuembue's rule can be considered as a time of development and 
expansion. It is perceived by the Barnum as the golden age of Barnum 
dominance. Under his leadership, the Barnum were ultimately able even to 
resist the Fulbe threat from the north. 
Economic and political expansion went hand in hand with an artistic 
proliferation of remarkable proportions (Geary 1981:32). This dramatic 
increase in artistic activity is a common phenomenon in successful warrior 
states (see for example Ben-Amos 1980:18 and McLeod 1981). Parallel and 
complementary to the Barnum written records, and also capturing the theme of 
Barnum military achievement, the visual arts allude to war as Barnum's central 
driving force. There is abundant war imagery to choose from. One of the most 
obvious aspects of the •arts of war' is of course the elaboration of weapons 
from strictly utilitarian implements to works of art -- a transformation which 
often coincides with changes in use and function. It is as common in Barnum as 
elsewhere. This transformation is frequently mentioned (for example Feest 
1980) and will be omitted here. I have discussed Barnum iconographic motifs, 
which reflect Barnum warlike spirit and vigor, elsewhere. Among them are the 
famous double-headed serpent motif and the less familiar spear motif ( Geary 
1981:41). 
Here, I will discuss how objects form an integral part of what I call the 
"psychological realm of warfare." I will narrow the scope to two themes: the 
trophy complex and the rendering of the warrior image. The discussion of one 
specific mounted warrior figure and its role in the installation ritual of the 
tupanka, the head of the palace guards [tu=head, panka=people of the barrier] 
and highest ranking warrior, conclude this presentation. 
The Psychology of Warfare 
The Barnum went to war6 annually during the dry season ( only then were 
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the paths passable) and they usually had scouted their targets well. The 
warriors were well prepared, exercising their skills in the warriors' socie-
ties and taking strengthening medicines prepared by experts. The retainers 
were members of the mbansie secret society which fulfilled primarily functions 
of a warrior society. The princes participated in the activities of kamashu, 
a warrior society reserved for them. The separate warrior societies emphasize 
the structural opposition between these two segments of the elite. 
There is convincing evidence in my data that the knowledge about certain 
chiefdoms possessing potent war medicines could be a decisive factor in the 
outcome of war. It had an immense psychological effect, as can easily be seen 
in the above quoted narrative of Yerima Jean describing the efforts to 
appropriate the medicines of the Bali-Kumbad. Psychological intimidation 
seems often to have led to the voluntary submission of targeted polities to 
more powerful opponents (Geary, in press:48). This makes the complex of war 
medicines crucial to the analysis of precolonial warfare in the Grassfields. 
With this kind of physical and psychological preparation, the Barnum 
warriors went to war under the leadership of the tupanka, the head of the 
palace guards. The warriors were divided into several armies (Tardits 
1980:152). The actual attacks were led by a specially selected warrior who 
had received pieces of dried lion meat from the king as fortifying medicine 
before he set out to war. He carried a medicated shield (Geary, in press: 
119). 
At times, the king himself accompanied the army on campaigns that could 
last several weeks, depending on the distance of the groups to be conquered. 
He often remained, however, in the background when the fighting went on. He 
sat usually on top of a knoll either on a bed or on a little stool with the 
retainers surrounding him. In front of him was the royal double gong 
(munnjemdu) which is perceived as the ultimate war emblem and as an important 
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regalium (Ill. 1). At times, the king would strike it in order to encourage 
the Barnum warriors. War trumpets and signal horns were sounded as well, 
acoustic signals that not only served to announce certain strategic moves, but 
also intimidated the enemy. Occasionally, the king himself would participate 
in the fight. At the end of the battle, the warriors brought in their 
trophies and prisoners, and the first prisoner's throat was cut over the royal 
gong (Tardits 1980:811). 
For the battle, the Barnum warriors and the king would wear jewelry and 
elaborate headdresses with feather tufts. Once full clothing had become known 
after the contact with the Fulbe, the most flashy outfits were chosen, since, 
as Prince Yerima Jean had said, the enemy should believe that the Barnum 
warriors were all wealthy men. Again, the element of psychological manipula-
tion is prominent, only this time it emphasized the visible rather than the 
sphere of the medicinal complex. Besides superior Barnum military strategy, 
this psychological impact may have been the determining factor in the 
unprecedented successes under Mbuembue, because Barnum weaponry did not differ 
from that of their numerous opponents. 
The immediate objective of a warrior who was equipped with a bundle of 
spears, a shield, and a sword, was the killing of the enemy and the cutting 
off of his head with the sword7. Decapitation is mentioned frequently in 
the "Histoire." A Barnum warrior usually did not perform this act alone, but 
needed the help of another warrior who held down the victim while his head was 
sliced off. The heads were taken home to Foumban. Later on, the skulls and 
jaws played a crucial role in the ritual and display of power at the Barnum 
court. 
After the victory, the enemy settlements were ravaged and booty taken, 
ranging from livestock to prestige goods. Captive men, women, and children 
were brought back to Foumban. They were given to the king, who nominally 
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owned all booty and captives. He redistributed most of them among his loyal 
followers. Most importantly, emblems of the opponent's sovereignty were 
seized: the leader's regalia, among them his bracelet, and sometimes his 
bedstead as his most intimate possession, and the sacra of the group's secret 
societies. At times, these were incorporated into either already existing 
Barnum secret societies or into newly founded ones. These objects formed a 
tangible record of Barnum power. The best such example is the mben, an iron 
staff with hooks, holding bracelets and a few other items of defeated chiefs 
(probably from the Pamben, if the name of the object is an indication). 
Whenever the Barnum king left his residence, it was carried in front of him and 
anybody who saw it could read its message (Ill. 2). 
The Trophy Complex 
The use of human trophies in the display of power occurs not only in Barnum 
and other polities of the Grassfields but is also known from other areas of 
Africa, for instance the Asante kingdom or the Cross River polities (Harter 
1971, McLeod 1981). The use of the skull or head to express certain power 
structures and Barnum superiority is already noted in the "Histoire." 
Moomfopa [another name for Mbuembue who was a prince then] 
pulled out his sword and jumped across the defensive 
trench of the Nguot [ a neighboring population]. He cut 
off the arm of a Nguot who fell to the ground. He 
decapitated him and put his head in front of King Kuo' tu 
[his father]. King Kuo' tu put his feet on the head. He 
said to his notables, "See this; I think that after my 
death the borders of my kingdom shall be the Mape, Ripa, 
and Nun rivers" [this is a reference to the feats of his 
successor Mbuembue]. (Njoya 1952: 46 translated from the 
French) 
This royal act indicates the deliberate use of the trophy head in the 
Barnum polity as a symbol of submission and a visible means of expressing 
power. When referring to trophy heads and skulls in the following text, a 
distinction is made between war trophies, i.e. mementoes of successful war 
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campaigns, and skulls or heads relating to the exertion of power within the 
state. 
The heads of slain external enemies were displayed during the victory 
celebration ngu. Unfortunately, little information remains about the ritual 
aspects of ngu, which was called by the king after the successful completion 
of the campaign. It lasted several weeks. It seems that during this period, 
the slayers underwent purification rituals as hinted at in the "Histoire" 
(Njoya 1952:34). The Barnum as well as most other populations 
bloodshed due to conflict as 
in the 
ritually Grassfields perceived any 
polluting and dangerous. 
human 
Experts then had to remove the threat to the 
well-being of the community and the individual in special purification and 
reconciliation rituals. 
The main part of the victory celebration was devoted to the warriors 
displaying their newly and formerly acquired trophies, and presenting them 
before the king. The king rewarded both the slayer who brought the mandible 
and his assistant who presented the cranium. The slayer received one or two 
women, the assistant cowries (a standard of value), cloths, or shares of the 
booty. The king then feted the warriors with food and drink. Prince Yerima 
Jean told the author that crania were held out to the young boys by their 
fathers during ngu. The boys then licked the forehead of the crania in order 
to acquire warlike demeanor and courage. Yerima Jean himself had undergone 
this ritual as a young boy, probably after the Barnum defeated the Nso in 
1906. A communication by Tardits (quoted in Harter 1971:11) refers to the use 
of the dried frontal forehead muscle of an enemy's head mixed with a pistachio 
paste for the preparing of war medicine. This medicine, too, was supposed to 
give courage and exceptional eyesight to the warriors. The ritual act of 
licking the forehead of the trophy might well be a symbolic reference to the 
eating of the frontal muscle. 
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During the victory celebration, the warriors danced with their trophies 
much in the manner reported by the German missionary Gohring in 1906. This, 
by the way, seems to be the only contemporary account of ngu by a European 
observer. 
Upon his [King Njoya' s] return [from the war with the 
neighboring Nso], a celebration of joy was held in Barnum. 
The queen mother, radiating happiness, wore several lower 
jaws from decapitated Banso on a string of beads . . . 
There was dancing and shooting, and by the end a large 
quantity of palm , wine had been consumed. (Gohring 
5/18/1906, Archives of the Basel Mission; translated from 
the German by Kathleen Holman) 
His observations are reconfirmed by a later account of ngu. According to this 
brief report, only warriors who had killed an enemy in battle were allowed to 
dance, while they or their wives wore enemy jaws suspended from their 
necklaces. Warriors who had been unsuccessful were relegated to the singing 
of war songs (Dellenbach 1931:98). 
In respect to the occurence of trophies in Barnum imagery, we can 
distinguish between the display and artistic elaboration of the trophy on one 
hand and the representation of trophy heads in different media on the other. 
The well-known trophy calabashes, skull headdresses, and artistically 
elaborated skulls fall into the first category. Imagery suggesting the 
depiction of trophy heads like head crests, door frames, stools, and single 
miniature brass heads as ornamental elements belong to the second realm. 
Several Barnum trophy calabashes have found their way into European 
collections. The Musee de l 'Homme, for example, has three such pieces from 
Barnum and a fourth probably from a neighboring Bamileke group. More are in 
Swiss collections (Cameroun 1980:95). Two trophy calabashes are in the Palace 
Museum in Foumban and others may still be in the possession of Barnum 
lineages. These calabashes serve to display enemy mandibles which are 
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attached to a net-like fiber cover braided around the gourd (Ill. 3). 
Once a warrior had slain his first enemy, he took the mandible home to his 
village after the victory celebration had taken place. According to Debarge, 
a ritual expert then cooked a medicine for the slayer which was to protect him 
from the "spirit" of the enemy he had killed 8. The warrior drank from this 
medicine, and the leftover was filled into a calabash provided by the ritual 
expert. The warrior kept the calabash in his house. He alone was allowed to 
touch it. In the case of misfortune he would fill the calabash with raphia 
wine or water, shake it and drink from the medicine again. This was the 
calabash to which he had the ritual expert affix the mandibles (Debarge, 
quoted in Dellenbach 1931:99 f., footnote). Warriors who had helped the king 
kill an enemy affixed the skull of a sheep to the calabash. A specific type 
of nut-like fruit fastened to it indicated that the warrior had taken a 
prisoner. Dellenbach, who relied partly on Debarge's communication, adds more 
detail. She states that the villages first filled communal calabashes, the 
nka kugha, followed by the warriors beginning smaller, individual ones, the 
tungu, to which they not only attached mandibles but also war medicines. Her 
statement was not corroborated when I was in Foumban. Rather, the indi vidu-
ality of these calabashes was stressed. The calabashes served as records of 
personal military achievement and prestige objects, besides having ritual 
connotation. When warriors united for the war dance, the calabashes were 
placed in two rows and the blood of a sheep sprinkled over them. These 
sacrifices explain their thick patina. After the sacrifices, the warriors 
would dance with the calabashes suspended from their arms (Debarge, quoted in 
Dellenbach 1931:99 f., footnote). 
The Barnum kings also kept such calabashes, clearly demonstrated by one of 
the Palace Museum peices with a stopper in the configuration of a double-
headed serpent, a motif reserved for the monarch alone. This calabash, 
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by the way, supposedly contains the jaws of Fulbe enemies, which would place 
it in the first half of the 19th century (Ill. 3). 
As in the case of the mandible trophies, there is conflicting testimony 
about the crania. According to Labouret (1935:121), crania of enemies were 
kept in the chambers at the passage way of the central palace entrance. The 
crania were placed into large drums after the return from the war campaign. 
These drums (len) served to announce the king's arrival in the audience court 
or his departure from the palace. Typically, their bodies are decorated with 
single heads in high relief (Ill. 4a). The heads in these carvings are always 
presented with a trapezoidal, high status headdress, the mpelet. It is not 
clear from Labouret' s text when the crania were removed or whether the king 
ultimately kept them in the palace. This latter possibility is suggested by 
Harter (1971:10), who states that the crania were taken back by the palace 
after the victory celebration, stripped of the flesh and dried. A mastic was 
then filled into the eye sockets and a cowrie inserted into each. Tardi ts 
(1980:811, 813) mentions that a warrior who had decapitated an enemy presented 
the head to the king immediately and did not return to fight. The king 
lightly touched the warrior's shoulder, a royal gesture expressing 
appreciation of a follower's loyalty. The head was then attached to the 
calabash used by the warriors as waterbottle. When the battle ended, the 
warriors and the members of the mutngu secret society, which carried out 
regulatory functions, removed the flesh of the heads and grilled it. After 
the victory celebration, the crania went to the tangu, the head of the mutngu 
society. They were buried by the mutngu members until clean, then washed and 
dried. Later, they were displayed on the roofs of the palace buildings 
(Tardits 1980:816 f. ). My own information on this point differs, but it 
should be remembered that it was collected in 1977, 71 years after the last 
major war waged by the Barnum. I was told that the crania were kept by the 
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warriors who had assisted in the slaying of the enemy. There is one source, 
though, that seems to corroborate this statement. According to Debarge 
(quoted in Dellenbach 1931:99 f., footnote) the warriors took the crania back 
to their villages and buried them next to their houses. 
As far as the display and artistic elaboration of the crania are 
concerned, one of the most intriguing pieces may be a skull mask which is now 
in the Musee de l 'Homme (cat. no. 34-171-321). To my knowledge, it is the 
only such piece from Barnum. The skull mask left Barnum in 1934, right after 
the death of King Njoya. It was taken out by Henri Labouret with an array of 
more than 1000 other objects (see Labouret 1934). The complete piece (Ill. 
4b) consists of a tunic-like mask garment made of narrow strips woven from 
indigenous cotton. The tunic was then dyed in the resist-dye technique, 
displaying typical Barnum patterns. The white patterns were tied with thread. 
Then the garment was soaked in a yellowish dye made from plant leaves (Baumann 
and Vajda 1959:286; Rein-Wuhrmann 1925:90), producing a delicate linear 
pattern on an ochre-colored background. A fiber net hood covers the face of 
the mask wearer, and a human skull with a jawbone is firmly attached to the 
top of this hood. Another jawbone has been fastened to the lower rim of the 
hood. When the costume is worn, the skull virtually towers over the 
wearer9. The catalogue entry places the mask in the context of a "kamashui" 
society, none other than the kamashu warrior society of the princes mentioned 
above. Masking in kamashu was prominent, as several textile masks for kamashu 
in the Palace Museum suggest. 
This mask with the skull headdress raises a number of issues which have 
been discussed in scholarly circles. The basic question relates to the 
meaning of wooden headcrests 10 which occur in an area extending from the 
Cross River in the West to the Tikar in the East, the immediate neighbors of 
the Barnum. There has been repeated speculation that the occurence of 
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headcrest is tied to the use of the trophy head as headdress for masking 
costumes in warrior societies, i.e. that the headcrest ultimately derive from 
trophy headdresses. Already in 1898, Frobenius speculated about such a 
possibility and even went so far as to derive African masking in general from 
a "skull cult" (1898:126f). Brain and Pollock (1971:95 f.) interpret wooden 
headcrests worn by the members of the Challenge warrior society of the 
Bangwa11 as representations of physical prowess. They are uncertain whether 
these crests are linked with the conquered or the conquerors. Yet, they cite 
among others one primary explanation of the Bangwa themselves, who referred to 
the crests as the "heads of defeated enemies." Finally, one of the most 
recent references can be found in Blier• s catalogue on the Cross River arts 
(1980:5, 13). Of course, the mere occurence of headcrests does not imply a 
similar derivation or one specific function. In Barnum, headcrests are 
certainly multifunctional. Yet, the masking costume in the Musee de l'Homme 
suggests that a link between the trophy complex and the occurence of 
headcrests can be stipulated for the Barnum context as well. One possible 
interpretation of Barnum headcrests may therefore lie in the rendering of 
trophy heads in different media. 
Two skulls in the Palace Museum relate to cases of power killing and 
symbolize the king's might over other powerful Barnum. Both are mementoes, in 
this case to civil disobedience and internal conflict. For one skull there is 
a unique complementarity of historical account in the "Histoire" and object 
( Ill. 5) . The "Histoire" reports that Ngue Nken was a retainer of the usurper 
King Nguwuo, who was of retainer origin himself. In the early 1860's, when 
Nguwuo had either been killed or made to commit suicide by the loyal followers 
of his rival Nsangu, the legitimate heir to the throne, this retainer followed 
the king's example. After a long description of Ngue Nken' s actions, the 
writers of the "Histoire" state: 
Ngue Nken died with King Nguwuo. Several persons accom-
panied King Nguwuo on his flight. "Why do we let such a 
multitude of people live," said Ngue Nken, talking about 
his men. And, with the aid of his servants, he killed 
about a hundred persons. Then he hung himself. His head 
was cut off and brought to King Nsangu. The king had the 
skull covered with embroidered cloth. People drank from 
the skull of Ngue Nken which was surmounted by a figure. 
(Njoya 1952:227 f.; translated from the French) 
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The skull of Ngue Nken in the Palace Museum has by now lost its once (bead?) 
embroidered cloth cover. Its seams have been closed with mastic, which was 
pressed into the eye sockets as well and held cowrie shells. The nose has 
been molded in mastic, too, almost as if a recreation of Ngue Nken's features 
was intended. A tin spout in the form of a male figure has been inserted into 
a hole cut on top of the skull. This little seated figure holds a vessel in 
its hands. 
A second skull in the Palace Museum is also connected with oral 
testimony. It is the skull of nji Ankuem, who in war killed another Barnum and 
presented his head to the king. He was consequently hanged (Geary, in press: 
121). Like the skull of Ngue Nken, the eye sockets of this skull were filled 
with mastic and cowries stuck into them. 
There is convincing evidence that the recurring representation of single 
heads as a motif in the imagery of Barnum and other areas of the Grass fields 
alludes to the trophy head complex. The depictions of heads on the bodies of 
drums (len) have already been mentioned. Depictions of heads on door posts 
and lintels obviously recreate the display of skulls on the royal premises and 
buildings (Ill. 4c). The interpretation of the head motif on stools (Ill. 4d) 
is more problematical (see for instance Gebauer 1979:175). Yet, in light of 
the importance of the trophy complex this parallel does not seem too 
far-fetched. The posture of sitting on top of the "heads" may be an artistic 
rendering of the concept of total superiorityl 2. 
In a more speculative vain I suggest that the famous brass neckrings also 
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belong in this context. These neckrings (mbagmba) usually consist of fourteen 
little brass heads wearing elaborate headdresses of the mpelet type. They 
were supposedly worn by the Barnum sovereign and reserved for the upper echelon 
of retainers and princes. After the contact with the German colonial 
personnel, these neckrings were one of the first type of Barnum objects 
produced for sale and gift purposes (Ill. 4e). 
Warrior Images 
The image of the warrior complements in the visual sphere the portraiture 
of the "Histoire." The figure of a warrior with the enemy head in his hands 
visualizes the essence of the trophy head complex (Ill. 6). This example from 
the Barnum Palace Museum is actually a brass finial for a war standard and was 
part of the repertoire of Barnum brass casters at the turn of the century. 
Ankermann provides us with a description of a similar piece which he purchased 
in 1908 and took back to Germany13. Its present location is not known to 
me. The little, 28 ems. high hollow warrior figure follows the conventions of 
the Barnum palace style. The trapezoidal headdress (mpelet), the legs and the 
socket are done in openwork fashion, by criss crossing wax threads in the wax 
model. The same pattern recurs along the sides of the arms. The figure's 
facial features are typical for the palace style 14. The head is placed at 
an angle to the body, with the forehead and the mpelet headdress arranged 
perpendicularly. When looking at the figure from the front, the enemy head as 
the central element catches the eye. This arrangement clearly shows the 
emphasis and the intent of the piece: it is a warning to anybody who dares to 
oppose the Barnum warriors. 
Two beaded warrior figures on the footrests of the Barnum double figure 
thrones depict the Barnum warrior as the supreme fighter (Ill. 7). They are 
about 40 ems. high and· depicted in a seated position. Similar to the brass 
finial, the head is set at an angle and the forehead and headdress form a 
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horizontal line. Altogether four examples of this warrior image are known, 
two each on the footrest of the throne in Foumban and another two on the 
footrest of the Berlin throne (Geary 1981). Just as the trophy head is the 
central part of the finial, the flintlock guns held horizontally in front of 
the knees of the seated figures are the most prominent part of this image. 
Guns were of eminent importance, especially in the realm of the psychology of 
warfare and the prestige complex. The Barnum king would usually rest his feet 
on the gun stocks when sitting on the throne. The design of the bead cover of 
the figures abounds with motifs and colors. The headdresses of all four 
figures display the conventionalized frog motif, the loin cloths are decorated 
with beads of different colors in alternating rows. The body of two of the 
figures is covered with the "four heads" motif (gyronny; see Geary 1981:42) or 
the spear motif. These figures in their abundant adornment and the elaborate 
bead work recall Yerima Jean's remark that the Barnum warriors wore striking 
attire to battle. 
The Headcrest of the Tupanka 
The most lavish representation of a Barnum warrior is a mounted figure in 
the Palace Museum, which serves as a headcrest worn by the tupanka during his 
installation ritual (Ill. 8). The genre of the male mounted figure in West 
African sculpture expresses domination and superiority (Thompson 1974:74 ff.), 
because riding has been a privilege of the elite. Although equestrian 
figures, ranging from miniature to monumental size, abound nowadays in the 
production of the Barnum brass casters, this is to my knowledge the only such 
sculpture belonging to the 19th century. It is documented for the first time 
as early as 1912, when Thorbecke and Oldenburg photographed it during their 
visit to the Barnum palace. They also witnessed the installation of a tupanka, 
but unfortunately left no written record of it (Ill. 9)15. 
The large (87 ems. high) headcrest•s proper name is tu mola, tu meaning 
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"head," mola meaning "children of the country." The first part, tu, can be 
interpreted in two ways. Tardits (1980:1019) translates the designation as 
another title referring to the tupanka, who is the "head of the country's 
children," i.e. the warriors. Tu, however, may also refer to the headcrest as 
such, since it is the Barnum generic term for any mask or crest worn on the top 
of the head. 
This figure strikes me as the most outstanding visualization of the Barnum 
warrior ideal. It consists of two component parts: the human figure and the 
mount animal. The animal has been interpreted as a leopard by old Barnum men. 
An important factor in the interpretation may have been the checkerboard motif 
of the bead cover which has been associated by informants with the pelt marks 
of the leopard (see also Geary 1981:42 about the leopard symbolism). 
The rider's figure fuses with that of the animal which forms the lower 
third of his body. The torso of the male figure seems to be slightly bent 
forward which, in combination with the positioning of the arms, gives the 
impression of dynamic movement. Al though the bead cover does not permit an 
accurate analysis of the underlying carving, the slightly elongated face, 
displaying the characteristics of the palace style of the second half of the 
19th century, may be an indication of the age of the sculpture. The colorful 
bead cover shows several iconographic motifs. The torso is covered with the 
spear motif which already occurred on two of the other bead covered warrior 
images, and whose association with war is obvious. The "four heads" motif can 
be found on the headdress, parallel rows of beads of different colors on the 
loin cloth. There are some remnants of cowrie trim on the edges. 
Besides the typical high status attire of a 19th century Barnum (the 
trapezoidal headdress mpelet and the loin cloth) the figure has accouterments 
of other materials. There are necklaces from imported large glass beads, 
partly wrapped around a brass ring placed around the neck. Long bands of 
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ringlike blue glass beads of African manufacture hang down from its neck. 
Brass bells on padded bands of red fabric and an elaborate black bird feather 
tuft add to the richness of the piece. In its hands, the figure holds several 
spears, similar to the spear bundles that the warriors take to war. 
The function of this headcrest in the installation ritual of the tupanka 
further supports its interpretation as a unique symbol of warfare. The 
tupanka and his deputies were chosen from among the palace retainers or the 
large servile corps by the king. The most important criteria for his 
selection were his military achievements. In fact, the king could choose any 
courageous man who was not a member of the royal patrilineage. After three 
years in office, the tupanka retired and a successor was elected. 
The installation ritual follows in its organizational features that of 
numerous other Barnum office holders. Tardits (1980:663 ff.) could observe an 
installation in 1968 which according to his informants followed the 
traditional sequence. It should be stressed that the following account relies 
on Tardits• material. The interpretation, though, is entirely my own. 
During an initial ceremony in the palace, the tupanka was given the 
emblems of his office, among them a stiff, beaded neckring, a large leopard 
skin bag with a buffalo drinking horn for sacrificial purposes, a fly whisk, 
and also his weapons. Then the king touched him lightly with a spear. This 
initial phase of the ritual ended with the tupanka going to his new quarters 
in the palace. Here he changed into the ritual clothes that the king had sent 
for this special occasion. They consisted of a gown with a veiling hood and 
with medicine pouches and bells attached to it. Once veiled, the tupanka 
began a procession across the large festival site in front of the palace and 
the market place. According to Tardits, a warrior with a shouldered spear 
bundle walked at the head of the single file procession. He was then followed 
by the first deputy of the tupanka, who wore a bird crest. When I asked about 
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this piece, the Barnum informants designated it as the image of a hawk, that 
is, a bird of prey. Then followed the new tupanka himself. He was veiled and 
with his left hand secured the tu mola headcrest towering over him. He 
carried a sword suspended at a sash and in his right hand an iron staff with 
rattles. Each time he took a step he hit the ground with it. He was followed 
by a line of six more veiled warriors and another hundred warriors in their 
military outfits after them16. At his sides were two warriors who hit their 
swords with pieces of bamboo and chanted: 
"Tupanka! Where is the king? 
The king is in the palace. 
000000000000000000000000000000! 
Here is a thing that has come from Rifum [the place of 
origin of the Barnum] 
Who has defeated the foreign kings? 
Tupanka! Where is the king? 
He is at home. 
Attention today! Attention today! 
Something dangerous has come out of the palace!" 
(Tardits 1980:665; translated from the French) 
At the market, the tupanka and the warriors in the procession were greeted by 
bystanders and then the men slowly regained the palace. 
There the tupanka remained in seclusion in his house for the week to come, 
while he was attended by his deputies and servants. He was surrounded by 
former holders of this office. He was veiled when receiving visitors and sat 
on a high bed, so that his feet did not touch the ground. At the end of this 
seclusion, the procession around the festival site and market square was 
repeated. Here, Tardits• text is not quite clear as to whether the tupanka 
wears the headcrest again. In any event, he now divested himself of the 
veiling garment and began his duties. 
It is beyond the scope of this presentation to analyze fully this 
transition of the future tupanka from the state of an ordinary retainer to one 
of the most outstanding officers at the Barnum court. Tardits' description 
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lacks detail, especially as far as rituals during the period of seclusion are 
concerned. Yet, the few elements mentioned clearly point to the typical 
triadic structure of rites de passage, namely separation, margin, and 
aggregation (Turner 1977:94 ff.). 
It is interesting to note that the wearing of the headcrest by the veiled 
future tupanka occurs at the end of the first phase of the ritual, i.e. the 
separation, and leads into the liminal period (margin), the weeklong seclusion 
in his house in the palace district. The procession marks the elaborateness 
and awesomeness of the Barnum "war machine" by taking it out of the palace and 
bringing it directly to the people (see the last line of the chant). The 
place of the procession, the large site where festivals are held and the 
market place, are areas where ordinary inhabitants of the Barnum polity gather, 
are peoples• places as opposed to the restricted palace grounds. 
The future tupanka, by wearing the headcrest, has been depersonified, and 
becomes the incarnation of the timeless ideal warrior. The headcrest 
symbolizes the objective qualities of the new incumbent' s role, which are 
separate from his individual qualities. The relationship between mask and 
mask wearer may be even more complex than this interpretation points out when 
one considers that masks commonly were medicated. In this context one could 
contemplate Koloss' admittedly very general statement about masking in the 
Grassfields that masks are incarnated medicine (Koloss 1977: 36). The second 
procession ends the liminal phase during which the tupanka underwent 
instruction by the former office holders. This procession indicates the 
reincorporation of the office holder who was now unveiled and had entered into 
his new permanent state. 
More than any other art work, the tu mola headcrest exemplifies the 




An analysis of verbal testimony contained in the "Histoire" showed that 
its contents are highly inspired by the Barnum elite's preoccupation with 
warfare. Verbal portraits of kings and warriors idealize them in terms of 
their bellicose qualities. 
This verbal portraiture has its visible counterpart in the elaborate 
warrior images. The examination and interpretation of three such figures 
illustrate this point. The Barnum warriors are presented in superior poses. 
Their accouterments are elaborate and they are mounted or pose with symbols of 
domination such as heads or guns. The question whether• some of the 
representations, such as the tu mola headcrest, are actual portraits is an 
intriguing one and opens a field for further research. 
A second aspect discussed was the trophy complex. Besides certain 
medicinal properties of the trophies, the element of display is most 
prominent. Calabashes with enemy mandibles attached to them symbolize 
personal military achievement and chronicle success of a warrior. Although 
there is sketchy and at times contradictory information about the use and 
function of crania, a number of indications attest to their role as 
overwhelming symbols of power. The display of the enemy crania demonstrates 
Barnum superiority. The transformation of the skulls of the kings' powerful 
opponents into objects used in royal ritual alludes to the power of the royal 
lineage. A clear link between the trophy complex and the representation of 
single heads in other media can be established. The most intriguing problem 
is posed by the obvious connection of the skull headdress and the headcrest-
type masks. 
When examining the idiom of war in the verbal and visual spheres it 
becomes evident that it is not a mere reflection of war as the central issue 
in the Barnum polity, nor simply a record keeping effort. The art forms 
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relating to warfare become instruments as well. Objects visualizing military 
ability are used as symbols of power, constant reminders for the populations 
under Barnum dominance that the Barnum are the supreme force. This is 
especially obvious in the case of the tu mola headcrest or the mben emblem. 
War imagery is part of the manipulative efforts by the elite, a major tool for 
psychological intimidation. It visualizes and enforces the societal bond 
related to the suprastructure of power that holds the component parts of the 
Barnum state together. 
This delineation of one aspect of the many functions of arts in the Barnum 
context adds a new dimension to the explanation of why the art production 
became prolific as soon as Barnum began its successful expansion under 
Mbuembue. The common theory hinges on the increased wealth and access to 
prestige media (as in Wittmer 1976:60). Yet, wealth can be channelled in 
different ways and need not go into art production. From the examples of war 
imagery in Barnum it can be deduced that at least one reason for the increase 
in art production might be tied with the manipulative qualities of these 




1 "Ideology" is a frequently used l;JUt often ambiguous notion. It seems 
appropriate to provide at least a minimal working definition for the purposes 
of this paper. "Ideology" is used here in the sense of "a set of closely 
related beliefs or ideas, or even attitudes, characteristics of a group or 
community" (Plamenatz 1970:15). The term usually refers to a particular 
sphere of thought (or set of ideas and beliefs) and not to thought in 
general. It is thus partial (Plamenatz 1970:18). 
2 The field research in Barnum was carried out from January to June 1977 in 
Foumban and was sponsored by the West German Ministry of Foreign Affairs as a 
cultural aid project. 
3 There has always been conflict between elements of the elite in support of 
the king and between his opponents (see below). 
4 The phonetic transcription used in the "Histoire" has been simplified for 
the purpose of this paper. 
5 Roberts (1980) has presented a study on warfare as a production mode and 
convincingly argues that warfare can be seen under the concept of social 
reproduction. 
6 There were of course different kinds of "wars." Short, raid-like 
campaigns were perceived by the Barnum as "hunts." Here, I mostly talk about 
pre-planned campaigns of several weeks (pit ea' ntum=outside war), and later 
on about internal conflict described as 11c1v1I war" (pit=war in general) by 
the informants. 
7 As Yerima Jean put it: "War was for killing. 
into mad dogs. Their eyes became red and furious. 
chief surpassed their king." 
The Barnum warriors turned 
They wanted that no other 
8 Josette Debarge worked as a medical doctor in Foumban during the 1920' s. 
She sold two trophy calabashes to the Geneva museum of Ethnography and in a 
letter commented on them; 
9 This effect can easily be visualized when looking at the photograph of a 
masked man wearing a human head trophy. It was taken among the Ibibio by 
Talbot (1923:258) and is presented again by Blier (1980:2). 
10 A headcrest consists of a, carved wooden male or female head which is 
inserted into a basketry Sli\pport. It is worn on top of the head and 
occasionally fastened by fiber shoulder straps passing under the arms of the 
wearer. A mask garment with a hood conceals the wearer's identity (Wittmer 
1976:2 f.) 
11 The Bangwa live at the southeastern fringes of the Grassfields and have 
links to their Cross River neighbors. 
12 These stools, by the way, were probably not the work of Barnum artists as 
Gebauer' s attribution lets us believe, but rather the product of woodcarvers 
in Babanki Tungo who specialized in the production ,of carved stools and 
exported them all over the Grassfields. I bought such -a stool in 1970 
in We, on the northern periphery of the Grassfields. 
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13 Ankermann writes: "There is a little Barnum war standard in my 
collection, with an about 30 ems. high cast figure of a warrior on the top. 
It has a sword and a cut off human head in its hands." (Ankermann 1910:307; 
translated from the German) 
14 The nose is relatively flat with a slightly defined bridge. The alae 
flare out. The mouth protrudes from the lower portion of the face and is 
slightly open, with the teeth visible. The almond shaped eyes protrude. The 
lids are well-defined and marked by small, parallel incisions. The 
semicircular ears stick out. 
15 Stuttgart, Linden-Museum Archive no. AC PL 874 has the Oldenburg 
photographs of this event. The Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum in Cologne keeps 
the Thorbecke picture (Archive no. 183), see Ill. 9. 
16 Judging by the archival 
procession there was reversed. 
contingent of warriors. 
photograph ( Ill. 9 ) the sequence of the 
The tupanka and his deputy followed the large 
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• 
Ill. 5: Skull of Ngue Uken 
Ill. 6: War standard (nkumba) 
• 
Ill. 7: Warrior figure on the footrest of the Fournban double-figure 
throne 
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Thorbecke Collection, no. 183: Altes 
[old dancing performance with masks, 
Joest Museum, Cologne. 
Tanzspiel mit 
Barnum] , 1912. 
Masken, Barnum 
Rautenstrauch-
